Scottish C.C. – 17/01/15
Mrs Di Brown
Many congratulations to the show management team, holding joint shows was
obviously a very successful venture - judging by the number of entries, and it was a
pleasure to be judging here today with so many very good cats present, my sincere
thanks for my judging invitation and warm hospitality. My thanks also to David
French, who travelled especially to steward for me, his handling of the cats was
excellent and I hope he will steward for me again some time.
A.V. Olympian Class for IGDCH Female
An absolutely wonderful class of very high quality ladies which required much nitpicking to separate them.
O – Stewart’s IGDCH BARLEYFIELDS SNOW-FAIRY (PER w 62) F 16/07/11
A beautiful lady, lovely type and so very well balanced overall. Round head with very
good width between neat small round-tipped ears set wide and low on the skull, and
with long delicate white furnishings. Excellent expression to eyes, round and bold
with bright mid orange colour. Smooth rounded forehead, short snub nose with full
pink nose leather, firm chin and almost level bite, full cheeks and muzzle. Short
cobby body with good breadth to chest, stands low on short strong limbs, paws round
with long foot fronds, short profusely furnished brush tail to balance. Pristine long
white coat beautifully prepared, frilling around the neck shoulders and down the
chest, stands well away from the body with lots of life and with fine soft texture.
Lovely temperament, showed herself beautifully. Many congratulations on becoming
Overall Best Persian.
R – Prout’s IGDCH FERGAN GOODNIGHT KISS (BRI f) F 10/10/10. Another
gorgeous lady, with excellent type size and strength. Super round head with full
cheeks, excellent width to skull with smallish ears set wide and fitting the contours of
the head perfectly. Open expression to eyes of deep orange. Rounded forehead and
short broad nose, chin firm and bite level, rounded muzzle but tends to puff out her
whisker pads at times. Short neck and strong cobby body with excellent substance,
short strong limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip to balance. Jet black tortie
coat colour, beautifully mingled throughout in rich shades of red and sound to roots,
coat short, crisp in texture and reasonably dense. Handled well and was excellently
presented.
Also considered:
Kaplan’s UK & IGDCH BAYGAZER KLAWNIQUE KATARINA (SBI a) F
13/08/06. A gentle lady with the sweetest of expressions to her mid blue eyes, very
good for type and her points are an attractive mid blue. A little out of coat today, it
could be longer and silkier in texture with a fair amount of shading. Excellent
temperament.
Pool’s IGDCH SARAMOYAH PRINCESS AURORA (SBI f) F 26/03/12. A
lovely big strong girl of very good type. Very attractive points colour with lots of rich
red mingling on all points, and her eye colour is an excellent deep sapphire blue. Long

fine and silky coat with minimal shading. Ran my Reserve winner close. Excellent
temperament.
Hack’s UK OB IGDCH SUPATOFT SONYA (SOL n) F 09/03/10. Wonderful rich
colouring to this lady, she is a lovely size and has excellent type. Very good head type
with excellent expression to eyes of two tone green. Ticking to coat is barely
discernable on the body, better defined on the shorter hair over the neck and
shoulders. A friendly lady presented in excellent condition.
Mather’s IGDCH MAKIMA DESERT ROSE (ABY n) F 03/10/08. Unfortunately
this lady was very unhappy and made it very clear she didn’t want to be handled
Tegg’s IGDCH BLOOMERS BELCHAMPE BROOKE (BUR h) F 02/07/10. A
very attractive lady for type and colouring, and she has excellent size and substance.
Expressive chartreuse eyes and a warm mid chocolate tortie coat that has lots of
bright red mingling throughout, and gorgeous satin-like texture and sound. Handled
well despite her naughty look. Excellently presented
Brock’s UK & OB IGDCH KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (SIA f) F 04/08/07.
One of my favourite Siamese ladies and whereas she is beginning to show her age a
tad now, given the short show shelf life of Siamese in general, she still has many
excellent qualities – including a lovely wide top of head, very large beautifully set
ears, and that true Siamese expression, thus my choice for Overall Best Siamese in
the WSCC show. Perfect to handle as always.
A.V. Oriental Grand Class for Premier Female
1st GD PC w/h – Laird’s PR BRYN CRACKLING STARS (OSH b) FN 05/11/11.
A large lady neuter of overall good type, though somewhat out of balance today with
head small in proportion to the body. Medium length wedge with good top of head,
ears of fairly good size and set well. Eyes a little full in shape but excellent emerald
green colour. Dip to profile, chin good and bite level. Long very comfortably covered
body with full tummy line, slender limbs, tail short for balance. Dark but warm toned
Havana coat with short sleek texture, unfortunately unsound today with paling almost
half way up the hair shaft. Would have been happy to give her a PC today but too
many little niggles for a Grand. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Black Tortie/Chocolate Tortie & White Persian Kitten
1st & BOB – Gledhill’s CLOVERHILL DANCING DOLL (PER f 03) F 17/09/14.
Stunning babe, looking even better than when I saw her a couple of weeks ago and
has grown on noticeably since then too. Dear little round head with lovely width
between her neat round-tipped ears that have long white delicate furnishings and are
set low on the skull. Full cheeks and muzzle, short nose with fairly full nose leather,
firm chin and almost level bite. Sweet expression to eyes, colour beginning to lose
baby muddy tones and is developing into a rich orange. Cobby and weighty baby
body, good bone to limbs with neat round well fronded paws, short full brush tail.
Predominantly white with some black tortie markings to head and a fully coloured
tortie tail, black patches almost sound, red patches show light ghost markings at
present. Lovely coat, very good for length, framing her face and chest, standing well
away from the body with excellent fine texture. A very showy baby with an excellent
temperament, immaculately prepared and presented.

British Lilac Adult
I took over this class from Mrs Fisher when she was unwell.
CC & BOB – Aitkens’s TRIZINCA RUPERT BEAR (BRI c) M 10/04/14. A well
developed boy for his age and of good British type. Well rounded head though
cheeks need to develop, good width to skull with medium sized ears set well apart,
rounded forehead with short nose, firm chin and level bite, well rounded muzzle.
Round eyes with innocent expression, colour deep gold. Short neck with a weighty
and cobby body, short limbs and medium length tail. Darker lilac coat, could be
pinker in tone and has a slightly fawn-ish overtone at the moment but is mostly sound
and only the tail shows tabby ghosting. Coat short and fairly dense albeit a touch soft
in texture. An easy boy to handle. Excellently presented.
Oriental Spotted Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – Harvey’s BEAUBUBBLY SPOTTY MULDOON (OSH p 24) M
25/06/14. A well grown kitten of good type and style. Medium length wedge with
very good top of head, ears large and set to follow the lines of the wedge. Basic eye
shape good though expression a touch full, colour an excellent shade of green. Almost
straight profile, firm chin and level bite, quite a marked pinch to muzzle today. Long
solid and weighty body, long limbs and neat oval paws, tail needs an inch to balance.
Well defined tabby pattern, minimal for linkage and agouti invasion with well broken
spine line. Not entirely convinced he is fawn, he is a warm biscuity/fudge colour
generally but some of the markings on his head are quite dark and almost metallic
looking, fawn-based caramel perhaps ?– or just an effect of the lighting. Not
completely sure so happy to give the BOB today. Excellent coat length and texture,
very short sleek and close. Handled well and was excellently presented.
Red Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Samphier’s EIREACHDAIL FHIDHLEIR (SIA d) M 26/05/14. A
strong stylish and well developed male kitten. Very good head type with excellent
width to top and large open based ears set to balance. In profile he is a little flat above
the brow line but nose straight and chin firm with level bite. Snooty expression to
eyes of brilliant blue. Well defined neckline with a long strong firm toned body, long
elegant limbs, tapered tail of good length but with a small “pip” at the tip. Bright red
points with an almost unshaded warm white body, coat length and texture excellent. A
strong boy of promise, with a very sweet nature. Excellently presented.
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A.C. Siamese/Balinese Imperial Class for Grand Champion Male
IMP – Harvey’s GD CH ADTHIUM BLUE ONYX (SIA a) M 12/02/13. A
handsome male, strong and masculine. Lovely balanced medium wedge with broad
top of head and large flared ears set wide. Excellent expression to eyes of mid blue
which could ideally be a tad deeper in tone. Straight strong profile, chin lines up with
the nose tip and the bite is level. Long well muscled body, long strong limbs and long
tapered tail to balance. Mid blue points almost matching, coat fairly heavily shaded in
fawn-ish blue but some glacial tones show on bib and tummy, nose leather and paw
pads blue. Coat short sleek and very close to body. Handled well for an entire male.
Excellently presented.
White (Orange Eyed) Persian Kitten
1st & BOB – Stewart’s BARLEYFIELDS MOON-RIVER (PER w 62) M
12/08/14. A promising and well grown little boy. Round head with full cheeks and
muzzle, ears perhaps a touch tall at present but nicely rounded at the tips and set well
apart on the head. Smooth well rounded forehead, short nose with good break and full
pink nose leather, good firm chin and perfect level bite. Super bold expression to
eyes, colour still a touch baby muddy but a rich bright orange showing through.
Cobby little body with very good weight, good bone to short limbs, neat round paws
with toe tufts, short well furnished brush tail. Pristine white coat apart from some
baby black smudges between his ears that should fade out, very good for length and
stands well away from the body, with fine texture and excellently prepared. A very
friendly and outgoing little chap, beautifully presented.
British White (Orange Eyed) Adult Male
CC & BOB – Smith’s VALMONT WHITE BUTTON (BRI w 62) M 24/07/10.
Not the largest of males for a Brit but nevertheless he has a strong masculine
appearance and his type is very good. Round apple head with full cheeks and broad
skull, ears small, nicely rounded at the tips with very good width between. Open
expression to eyes of mid orange. Gentle curve to brow, short broad nose, firm chin
and level bite. Short strong neck and cobby body with good breadth to chest, short
limbs and round paws, medium length tail to balance. Clear white coat and he was
fairly well prepared apart from the inside his ears which needed some attention, coat
short and with some density, but soft in texture. Excellent to handle.
British White (Orange Eyed) Adult Female
1st CC w/h – Hutchinson’s WILLOWOOD OPHELIA POMPOM (BRI w 62) F
22/05/12. Quite a dainty little queen of good type. Rounded head with neat cheeks
and small ears set well apart, nicely rounded muzzle. Round eyes with good
expression and mid orange colour. Short nose good chin and level bite. Medium
length body and quite weighty, short limbs and medium length tail. Coat good for
length but lacks density and crispness and lays a little flat, but overall needs much
better show preparation, with yellow staining to the limbs and paws, her ears were
full of wax and her chin needed cleaning Although I do appreciate it can be difficult
to keep an all white cat looking pristine, this is a beauty contest after all, so I did not
feel I could award the CC today, although on type she is worthy of it. Excellent
temperament.

British Cream Kitten
1st & BOB – Tierney’s RODWAYE CLEOPATRA (BRI e) F 30/05/14. A compact
and cobby older kitten of very good type. Round head with small ears rounded at the
tip and set well apart, neat cheeks nicely rounded muzzle, short neat nose, chin okay
and bite level. Eyes round and open in expression with bright mid orange colour.
Weighty body and short limbs, tail medium in length with rounded tip to balance.
Darker cream coat which still shows a few ghost markings and is marginally unsound,
but otherwise promising, its was short and dense, though a little soft as yet. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
2nd – Dalzeil’s SCOTSTAR AMARETTI (BRI f) F 31/05/14. Almost the same age
as the winner, not quite so well developed but she has good weight for size. Round
head with slight cheeks, has good width between fairly small ears that were nicely set.
Short nose, chin lines up and the bite is level, a touch square in the muzzle. Eyes
round and open with deep orange colour. Body a little long and rangy, medium
length limbs and round paws, tail to balance. Darker cream coat showing very clear
ghost spotting at present but on the plus side almost sound, if a bit long and soft in
texture, and could be denser. Very friendly and sweet tempered, excellently presented.
British AOC Spotted Kitten
1st & BOB – Darling’s TEMPESTA TILLY TATTINGER (BRI a 24) F 07/07/14.
This kitten has very good type and is well grown for her age. Round apple head with
neat cheeks and good width to skull, ears perhaps a touch tall at present but well set.
Rounded forehead and short nose, firm chin and level bite, nicely rounded muzzle.
Good expression to eyes of deep gold. Cobby and weighty body, short strong limbs
and tail to balance. Mid blue pattern, spotting at present quite extensively linked and
I did hesitate over the awarding of the BOB because of this. However the spine line is
mostly well broken and at 6 months old I think there is possibly time for
improvement, and I do hope so because she is otherwise a very nice kitten. Coat short
and reasonably dense, but kitten soft in texture. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
British Black Silver Tabby Neuter
PC - Best’s LEONITARA BETSY (BRI n 22) FN 06/04/14. A lovely large lady
neuter with super cobby British type, and who at 9 and a half months puts some of the
boys to shame for size and development. Round head with full cheeks and well
rounded muzzle, gentle curve to forehead with short broad nose, deep chin and level
bite, neat round tipped ears set well apart and well set. Round eyes, open and
expressive with gooseberry green colour. Weighty and cobby body, short strong limbs
and round paws, tail to balance. Well defined tabby pattern, a good dense black with
minimal brindling. Butterfly with smaller spaces of pale silver ground within, finishes
well past the shoulders, three spine lines that are nice and even, large well rounded
and matching oysters to flanks, several unbroken necklaces to chest, some tarnishing
to muzzle and forepaws. Coat good for length but could be denser and is slightly soft
in texture. Excellent to handle and excellently presented,
BOB – Harrison’s OB & IGDCH & IGDPR LEONITARA PRINCECHARMING (BRI n 22) MN 24/03/09. A wonderful boy in every respect and he
still retains some of the strength and masculinity from his days as an entire. Excellent
head type, broad and strong with dear little ears perfectly set. Full fat cheeks and

rounded muzzle, gentle curve to brow, short broad nose, deep chin and level bite.
Excellent expression to eyes, a lovely bright green colour. He has a weighty and
cobby body with being too fat, short strong limbs and huge round paws, medium
length tail with rounded tip to balance. Jet black tabby pattern with all key elements in
place, well defined butterfly, three well separated spine lines running from shoulder to
tail, large matching oysters, on pale silver ground with minimal brindling. Coat
perhaps a little soft in texture today but very short and really dense. I love this boy he
is such a sweetie to handle. Excellently presented
Oriental Lilac Adult
BOB – Cox’s CH ZUMALA SUGAR N SPICE (OSH c) F 20/08/13. A stylish and
elegant lady of very good type. Medium length wedge with excellent top of head,
ears large nicely flared and set to balance. Oriental eye shape and set with super
expression and clear green colour. Profile marginally uneven with dip to nose, chin
okay and bite level. Slender neck and a long well toned and elegant body, slender
limbs and long whip tail to balance. Mid lilac coat with a hint of a pinkish overtone,
slightly unsound but clear of ghosting, length and texture excellent. Not in the best of
moods but handled okay. Excellently presented.
Blue Point Siamese Adult
BOB - Harvey’s GD CH ADTHIUM BLUE ONYX (SIA a) M 12/02/13
Seal Point Neuter
BOB – Laird’s GD PR ADZWOAM GAOLMO CHRIDHE (SIA n) FN 24/04/12.
A neat and tidy lady neuter of good type and style. Medium wedge with good top of
head, ears in proportion and well set to just about balance. Basic eye shape good but
tends to hold full, setting correct and colour an excellent deep blue. Profile rather
uneven with rise between the eyes, a slight dip centre nose and a small bump to the
tip, chin good and bite level. Long body with a good trim tummy line, long limbs,
well tapered tail need a touch more length for balance. Dense seal points, fairly warm
in tone, medium seal shading to coat of slightly fine texture but lying close to body.
Excellent temperament and presentation.
END OF REPORT

